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ABSTRACT: Nanostructured Fe2O3-nanomesh graphene (NMG) composites containing ∼3 nm Fe2O3 nanoparticles (NPs)
uniformly distributed in the nanopores of NMG are synthesized by an adsorption−precipitation process. As anodes for Li ion
batteries (LIBs), the 10%Fe2O3−NMG composite exhibits an upward trend in the capacity and delivers a reversible specific
capacity of 1567 mA h g−1 after 50 cycles at 150 mA g−1, and 883 mA h g−1 after 100 cycles at 1000 mA g−1, much higher than
the corresponding values for the NMG electrode. The significant capacity enhancement of the 10%Fe-NMG composite is
attributed to the positive synergistic effect between NMG and Fe2O3 NPs due to the catalytic activity of Fe2O3 NPs for
decomposition of the solid electrolyte interface film. Our results indicate that decoration of ultrasmall Fe2O3 NPs can
significantly change the surface condition of graphene. This synthesis strategy is simple, effective, and broadly applicable for
constructing other electrode materials for LIBs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rechargeable Li-ion batteries (LIBs) are currently the dominant
power source for portable electronic devices. Although such
batteries have gained commercial success, they are hampered in
the increasing applications such as electric vehicles and power
grids due to low energy capacity, insufficient power rates, and
limited cycling stability.1,2 Accordingly, extensive efforts have
been devoted to developing new high-performance electrode
materials for next-generation LIBs, such as low-dimension redox-
active metal oxides.3−6 Despite significant progress, the oxide
anodes cannot harvest ideal performance because of their low
conductivity characteristics and large volume changes during
repeated charge/discharge.7 To solve the challenges, making
composites of low-dimension oxides and conductive carbons has
therefore emerged as a most effective method toward high-
performance anode materials.8,9 To date, the composites are
commonly prepared by simple coating of pyrolytic carbon
species on nanoscale oxides, within active particles embedded in
a conductive carbon.10,11 However, the pyrolytic carbon cannot
provide effective structure for strain and large volume expansion,
thus offering only limited stability.
Alternatively, creating composites with porous characteristics

has been proposed to overcome those limitations.12−15 Such

composites can be achieved by two categories: one is preparing
the hybrid composites;13 the other is building nanostructured
composites.15 Although these composites possess diverse
structural characteristics, a common fundamental challenge is
to improve electron and ion transport. In the first category of
hybrid composites, graphene-oxide composites can be prepared
via reduction of graphene oxide. The electron and ion transport
pathways are formed by random growing oxides on reduced
graphene sheets, which is poorly controlled and ineffective.16,17

For better control, the second category of nanostructured
composites are developed with active oxides integrated into
three-dimensional graphene networks, and showmuch improved
performance.18−20 The development of oxide-based active
materials from carbon coated oxides, hybrid composites to
more advanced nanostructured composites leads to the
combination of oxides with carbon materials toward success.21

However, despite the extensive efforts, designing more effective
material nanostructures for high-performance anode materials
remains crucial and challenging.
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Recently, we have fabricated nanomesh graphene (NMG)
using a chemical vapor deposition method, which is mainly
composed of porous graphene of one to two layers and has a
specific surface area (SSA) up to 2038 m2 g−1.22 Herein, we
reported an adsorption-precipitation process to fabricate a class
of new composite architecture consisting of oxide materials
assembled in such porous graphene for high-performance anode
materials. Iron sesquioxide (Fe2O3) was used as model materials
due to its high theoretical capacity (1005 mA h g−1 for Fe2O3,
almost three times of graphite) and low cost.23 Figure 1 outlines

the approach and structure of such composite. Firstly, based on
the good absorbability of NMG, FeCl3 aqueous solution was
uniformly adsorbed into the porous structure of NMG.
Subsequent dropwise adding NH3·H2O aqueous solution into
the suspension leaded to the formation of Fe(OH)3-NMG
composite precursors. After following calcination of collected
composite precursors, Fe2O3−NMG composites were available
with Fe2O3 nanoparticles assembled into pores of NMG. With
changing the concentration of FeCl3 solution, the composition
can be readily tuned for designed Fe2O3−NMG composites.
Such unique composite structure has following features: (i)
CVD-based graphene has high conductivity for electron
transport; (ii) interconnected electrolyte-filled pore networks,
(iii) large specific surface areas, and (iv) short ion diffusion
lengths of low dimensional Fe2O3 nanoparticles allow rapid ion
transport. Moreover, the porous structure endows such
composites with elastic deformation to retain the structure
integrity during battery reactions.
In light of recent advances in the synthesis of controlled

composite materials, this strategy provides a general fabrication

approach toward metal oxide-based high-performance anode
materials. Note that reduced graphene can be easily loaded active
particles for energy storage and other applications; however, such
graphene exhibits rather low conductivity compared to CVD-
grown graphene.22,24 Similarly, almost all CVD-based planar
graphene has strong hydrophobic properties and aggregates
easily in use.25 By comparison, the nanomesh structure of NMG
acts as nanoscale vessels to load a huge family of compounds,
offering an important platform for preparing advanced materials.
In this case, the metal oxide nanoparticles (NPs) are not used to
separate graphene sheets, but to change the surface condition of
graphene, which is crucial to many applications. However, to
date, no work on this point has been reported. This work
provides a simple but efficient fabrication strategy toward new
nanostructured composites by loading ultrasmall particles into
high-quality NMG.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
NMG was synthesized using a reported chemical vapor deposition
method.22 A freeze drying was performed to maintain the porous
structure. In a typical synthesis of 10%Fe2O3−NMG composite, 0.5 g of
NMGwas dispersed into 300 mL of alcohol-water (1:2, v/v) solution by
sonication for 0.5 h. Then, FeCl3 solution (0.007 mol L

−1, 100 mL) was
added into the NMG suspension under stirring for 0.5 h. After that,
excess ammonia solution (NH3·H2O, 25 wt %) was added dropwise with
stirring for 2 h. The obtained Fe(OH)3-NMG composite precursor was
collected and dried in air at 100 °C. Finally, the Fe(OH)3-NMG was
obtained after calcinating at 450 °C in Ar for 1 h. By changing FeCl3
concentration, 20%Fe-NMG and 70%Fe-NMGwere prepared using the
same method. For comparison, pure Fe2O3 particles were prepared
without the presence of NMG, and a physical mixture of 10 wt % pure
Fe2O3 particles and 90 wt % NMG (10%Fe2O3 + 90%NMG) was also
prepared.

The as-prepared samples were characterized by transmission electron
microscope (TEM, JEM 2010 microscope, operated at 120.0 kV),
scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM, FEI, Tecnai G2

F20) equipped with energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS), X-ray
photoelectron spectrometer (XPS, PHI700) and X-ray diffraction
(XRD, D/max 2400 with Cu Kα radiation). TGA was performed on a
Q500 at a heating rate of 10 or 20 °C/min in air flow. The pore size

Figure 1. Schematic synthesis of Fe2O3−NMG composites.

Figure 2. (a, b) TEM images, (c) SEM image, and (d) Raman spectrum of NMG.
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distribution was measured onMicrometritics ASAP 2010 using nitrogen
as adsorptive.
Electrochemical measurements were performed using half-coin cells.

The working electrodes consisted of 80 wt % composite material, 5 wt %
acetylene black (Super-P), and 15 wt % polyvinylidene fluoride binder.
Lithium metal was used as the counter/reference electrode. Celgard
2400 membrane was used as separator. The electrolyte was a solution of
1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (1:1 by volume).
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were carried out on a CHI
660D electrochemical workstation at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1.
Alternating current (AC) impedance spectra were measured in the
frequency range from 0.01 to 100000 Hz. Data fitting of the AC
impedance spectra was performed by Zview software. The cells were
discharged and charged from 0.01 to 3.0 V using a charge−discharge
tester at room temperature.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 a and b show the representative transmission electron
microscopic (TEM)morphology of NMG, which is composed of
only one to two graphene layers. It has abundant nanopores and
surface corrugations, which helps to avoid agglomeration of
graphene sheets. SEM observation also presents a fluffy
appearance with loose stacking (Figure 2c), which favors
adsorption of precursor solution. Raman spectrum of NMG
(Figure 2d) has a strong D band, with a D to G intensity ratio
(ID/IG) of 2, which could be ascribed to the edges of the
nanomesh structure. The 2D peak position of NMG (2616
cm−1) is similar to that of double-walled carbon nanotubes
(DWCNTs, 2610 cm−1) and is obviously downshifted as
compared to those of multi-walled carbon nanotubes

(MWCNTs, 2658 cm−1) and graphite (2685 cm−1). It indicates
that the NMG is mainly composed of one to two graphene layers,
well-consistent with the TEM observation of Figure 2b. It has
been found that Raman spectrum of graphene with one or two
layers is different from that with more than 5 layers by the lower
frequency of the 2D band.26 Therefore, the graphene layer
number can be determined by comparing the 2D band position
with single, double or multi-layered graphene. However, due to
the easy agglomeration of graphene, a stable bulk material with
single-layered graphene is almost not available. Hence, we
suggest that carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with different wall
numbers can be used as Raman calibration samples for
determination of graphene layer number, because the selective
synthesis of CNTs with single or double walls has been a mature
technique.27,28

Figure 3 shows the TEM images of Fe2O3−NMG composites
with different Fe2O3 loading. As observed, Fe2O3NPs with size of
1.5−5 nmwere uniformly distributed on NMG sheets in the 10%
Fe-NMG composite (Figure 3a−c). The Fe2O3 NPs are attached
on the walls of meshes (as indicated by the arrows in Figure 3c),
forming a core@void@shell structure. The void accommodates
volume changes during the reactions.29 Formation of the core@
void@shell structure is attributed to the unique adsorption-
precipitation process. Once a drop of FeCl3 solution enters a
mesh pore, the fluidity of the adsorbed liquid drop is significantly
reduced, which hinders the continuous growth of the
precipitated nanoparticles. Compared to 10%Fe-NMG, Fe2O3
NPs with much larger particle size (up to 20−30 nm) are
observed in 20%Fe-NMG composites (Figure 3d), indicating

Figure 3. (a−c) TEM images of 10%Fe-NMG, (d) 20%Fe-NMG, (e) 70%Fe-NMG, and (f) pure Fe2O3. The inset of e shows high-magnification TEM
image of 70%Fe-NMG composite.
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that the increased amount of FeCl3 has led to increased Fe2O3
particle sizes. In 70%Fe-NMG composites, individual Fe2O3
particle size reaches 20-100 nm (Figure 3e), suggesting high
loading of Fe2O3 NPs (the inset of Figure 3e). It indicates that
the precipitation of excessive Fe salt had taken place in the liquid
phase rather than on the surface of NMG, which is crucial to the
formation of a uniform composite. As a control sample, pure
Fe2O3 particles prepared by a similar precipitation process have a
particle size distribution from 30 to 50 nm (Figure 3f).
Figure 4 shows a dark field STEM image of the 10%Fe-NMG

composite and its elemental mapping of C (red), O (brown) and

Fe (yellow) that are obtained by energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX). The bright dots in the Fe mapping
correspond to the Fe2O3 NPs distributed onNMG. These results
further confirm the embedment of Fe2O3 within NMG matrix,
which suggest uniform dispersion of Fe2O3 NPs in the 10%Fe-
NMG composite. Figure 5a presents HRTEM image of 10%Fe-

NMG to confirm the existence of Fe2O3 nanoparticles and
disordered stacking of graphene with 1−3 layers. The oxide
nanoparticles exhibit a lattice fringe 0.16 nm, which corresponds
to the (211) planes of the Fe2O3 crystals. Graphene with (002)
lattice plane around 0.38 nm was also observed around Fe2O3
nanoparticles, suggesting the intimate interfacial contacts. Figure
6a shows that Fe2O3 NPs in 10%Fe-NMG composite have a
narrow size distribution from 1.5 to 5 nm with centralization at
∼3 nm. In contrast, the averaged pore size of pure NMG is ∼4
nm, slightly larger than that of Fe2O3 NPs. Thus, the size
differences can provide space for expansion during Li insertion
and extraction. The elemental composition of the Fe2O3−NMG
composites was quantitatively confirmed by TGA (Figure 6b),
which are well consistent with the values calculated from the

proportion between NMG and Fe salts. To confirm the chemical
composition of the as-prepared 10%Fe-NMG composite, XPS
measurements were carried out in the region of 0-1200 eV
(Figure 6c). The Fe 2p XPS spectra of the composite exhibits
intensified peaks at 711.2 and 724.8 eV, both corresponding to
the Fe3+ 2p2/3 spin-orbit peak of Fe2O3 (the inset of Figure 6c),

30

which confirms the existence of Fe2O3 in the composite. Figure
6d shows the XRD patterns of Fe2O3, NMG and 10%Fe-NMG
composite. All the diffraction peaks of the pure Fe2O3 are in good
agreement with the standard profiles of Fe2O3 (JCPDS No. 33-
0664). No obvious diffraction peaks of the Fe2O3 can be
observed in the XRD pattern of 10%Fe-NMG, indicating that the
Fe2O3 NPs in the composite have been well dispersed on NMG
without obvious agglomeration. The peak of the composite at
24.9° is much weaker than that of NMG, suggesting more
disordered stacking of NMG in the composite.31

Lithium insertion and extraction curves of the 10%Fe-NMG
composite for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd cycles measured at the
current density of 50 mA g−1 are shown in Figure 7a. In the first
discharge curve, a plateau at 1.0 V (vs Li/Li+) is clearly observed,
which is related to decomposition of the electrolyte and
formation of a solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) layer.32

Subsequently, the plateau is not observed from the next cycle
onward, indicating that formation of the SEI film complete in the
first discharge cycle. The first reversible capacity of the 10%Fe-
NMG composite is 1692 mA h g−1 at the current density of 50
mA g−1 and the capacity does not decrease through the
subsequent discharge/charge cycles. The irreversible capacity
loss in the first cycle can be attributed to the irreversible lithium
consuming due to the formation of the SEI layer owing to the
significant porous structure and large SSA of NMG.33,34 The
lithium insertion and extraction curves for 10%Fe-NMG are
similar to those for NMG. The voltage plateaus at ∼1.6 and∼0.8
V, resulting from the lithium reaction with Fe2O3 NPs,

33 are not
clearly observed, probably because of the quite limited Fe2O3
content (12.4 wt %) of 10%Fe-NMG.
Figure 7b shows the rate capability of different materials.

Although the initial capacity of the 10%Fe-NMG composite
(1692 mA h g−1 at 50 mA g−1) is less than that of NMG (2000
mA h g−1), an upward tendency of the capacity is observed for
10%Fe-NMG, exhibiting higher capacities than the NMG in the
following cycles. At the current density of 1000 mA g−1, the
delithiation capacity of 10%Fe-NMG retains ∼555 mA h g−1,
much higher than that of NMG (∼295 mA h g−1) and Fe2O3
(∼295 mA h g−1). Moreover, the Li storage capacity of 10%Fe-
NMG keeps an upward trend during long term cycling at both
low and high rate (Figure 7c, d), showing much better cycling
stability as compared to 20%Fe-NMG, 70%Fe-NMG and pure
Fe2O3. For example, the delithiation capacity of the 10%Fe-
NMG composite increases from 1289 to 1567 mA h g−1 (21.6%
enhancement, Figure 7c) at the current density of 150mA g−1. As
a sharp contrast, the delithiation capacity of the 20%Fe-NMG
composite decreases from 1180 to 1060 mA h g−1 after 50 cycles.
When the current density increases to 1000 mA g−1, the
delithiation capacity of 10%Fe-NMG still keeps at a high level
and gradually increases from 814 to 883 mA h g−1 after 100
cycles, much higher than the other materials (Figure 7d). While,
there is a capacity degradation of 10%Fe-NMG composite in the
first few cycles in Figure 7d, which ascribes to the high current
density that can accelerate the formation of SEI films and the SEI
films aren’t stable at high current density, so the capacity
decreases in the first few cycles. While along with the time, the
activated Fe2O3 further inhibits and decomposes the formation

Figure 4. STEM image (left) and EDS elemental mapping (right) of
10%Fe-NMG.

Figure 5. HRTEM images of 10%Fe-NMG. The inset of b shows the
corresponding SAED pattern of the sample.
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of SEI films, so the capacity increases afterward (The first

Coulombic efficiency of 10%Fe-NMG is only ∼83%, then it

increases afterward). For comparison, the cyclability data of the

physical mixture 10%Fe2O3 + 90%NMG (mixing 10 wt % pure

Fe2O3 with 90 wt %NMGphysically) is also given in Figure 7c, d,

which exhibits much lower capacity at both 150 mA/g and 1000

mA/g than 10%Fe-NMG, confirming the structure integrity of

the10%Fe-NMG during battery reactions. The gradual capacity

Figure 6. (a) Size distribution of Fe2O3 NPs in 10%Fe-NMG and the pore size distribution of NMG (D represents the pore diameter and V is the pore
volume). (b) TGA curves of NMG and Fe2O3−NMG composites. (c) XPS survey spectrum and Fe 2p spectrum (inset) of 10%Fe-NMG. (d) XRD
profiles of Fe2O3, NMG, and 10%Fe-NMG.

Figure 7. (a) Lithium insertion and extraction curves of the 10%Fe-NMG composite cycled between 3 and 0.01 V (vs. Li+/Li) at the current density of
50 mA g−1. (b) Rate capability and (c, d) cycling stability at the current density of 150 mA g−1 and 1000 mA g−1 for as-prepared materials. The pink data
in c and d represent the Coulombic efficiency of the 10%Fe-NMG during the cycling process.
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increase observed for both NMG and 10%Fe-NMG is probably
due to the gradual activation of porous graphene and Fe2O3

during the cycling process.32 The excellent cycling performance
of the 10%Fe-NMG composite is attributed to the good
dispersion of Fe2O3 NPs on NMG, which efficiently prevents
the aggregation of Fe2O3 NPs, thus maintaining the good cycling
stability comparable to other iron-oxide-based anodes.35−39

Although the 20%Fe-NMG composite have delivered a high Li
storage capacity close to that of the 10%Fe-NMG composite in
the first 30 cycles as shown in Figure 7b, the 20%Fe-NMG
composite exhibits a downward trend during cycling at 150 mA
g−1 (Figure 7c) and a delithiation capacity close to that of NMG
at 1000 mA g−1 (Figure 7d). According to Figure 3d, a small
amount of nanoparticles exhibit large particle size (20-30 nm) in
the 20%Fe-NMG composite. It implies that large Fe2O3 particles
are instable during cycling at a low current density and inefficient
for Li storage at high rate. Due to the high content of Fe2O3 NPs
in the 70%Fe-NMG composite (Figure 3e), the NMG could not
provide enough surfaces to prohibit the agglomeration of Fe2O3

NPs, thus resulting in the poor cycling performance similar to the
pure Fe2O3 electrode.
Compared to NMG, introduction of only ∼10 wt % Fe2O3

onto NMG has significantly promoted the Li storage capacity. As
shown in Figure 7c, the final capacity for 10%Fe-NMG (1567mA
h g−1 at 150 mA g−1) is 25.7% higher than that for NMG (1247
mA h g−1). Considering that the theoretical capacity for Fe2O3 is
1005mA h g−1, the capacity contribution from Fe2O3NPs should
not be merely due to their reaction with lithium. CV curves for
NMG and 10%Fe-NMG are shown in Figure 8a and b. In the first
cycle for NMG, the broad cathodic peak at ∼0.4 V corresponds
to lithium intercalation into the highly defective graphene layers
of NMG. Compared to the cathodic peak at∼0.4 V for NMG, the
cathodic peak for the 10%Fe-NMG composite shifts to ∼0.6 V.
The cathodic peaks at∼0.8 and 1.5 V in the second cycle are only

observed for 10%Fe-NMG (Figure 8b), corresponding to the
two steps of the lithiation reactions of Fe2O3 (eq 1 and 2).16,40

+ + →+ −Fe O 2Li 2e Li (Fe O )2 3 2 2 3 (1)

+ + → ++ −Li (Fe O ) 4Li 4e 2Fe 3Li O2 2 3
0

2 (2)

It indicates that the Fe2O3 NPs distributed on NMG are
electroactive during the charge−discharge cycles. It is noticeable
that the intensity of the broad cathodic peak at ∼0.4 V for NMG
(6.6 mA cm−2), corresponding to formation of SEI films, is much
stronger than that for 10%Fe-NMG (0.9 mA cm−2). It indicates
that formation of SEI film on NMG might have been affected by
the ultrasmall Fe2O3 NPs. Formation of SEI films on carbon is
usually unavoidable, which involves an irreversible capacity loss.
It has been reported that the SEI layers on carbon surface are
much thicker than those on Co3O4 surface.

41,42 Therefore, the
continuous growth of SEI films on the surface of NMG may be
disturbed at the sites decorated by Fe2O3 NPs, and the Fe2O3
NPs may also catalyze the decomposition of SEI films on carbon
surface, thus resulting in more reversible Li capacity during
cycling.
AC impedance analysis provides further evidence to support

the above speculation. The Nyquist plots of the AC impedance
before and after charge/discharge cycles for NMG and 10%Fe-
NMG are presented in panels c and d in Figure 8. The equivalent
circuit shown in the inset of Figure 8c was used to fit the data
points. In the circuit, Re refers to the electrolyte resistance, Rf and
CPE1 are the resistance and capacitance (expressed by a constant
phase element, CPE) of the surface film formed on the
electrodes, Rct and CPE2 are the double-layer charge-transfer
resistance and capacitance (expressed by a CPE), and Zw is a
generalized finite Warburg impedance related to the diffusion of
lithium ions into the bulk of the electrodes. The calculated values
of Re, Rf, and Rct through fitting of the experimental data are

Figure 8.CV curves of (a) NMG and (b) 10%Fe-NMG composite at a scanning rate of 0.1 mV s−1. AC impedance spectra of (c) NMG and (d) 10%Fe-
NMG composite before and after charge/discharge cycles (the scatters represent raw data and the lines are fitting results).
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summarized in Table 1. The high-frequency semicircle in
Nyquist plots corresponds to the formation of SEI films and/

or contact resistance.5,43 The size of the high-frequency
semicircle of 10%Fe-NMG is obviously smaller than that of
NMG both before and after rate tests, indicating that there is a
lower interfacial resistance and thinner SEI films in 10%Fe-
NMG. The Rf value for 10%Fe-NMGbefore rate tests (49.5Ω) is
obviously smaller than the value for NMG (225.5 Ω), showing
that the surface resistance has been significantly affected by the
decoration of Fe2O3 NPs. The electrolyte resistance (Re) of 10%
Fe-NMG after charge−discharge cycles (4.1 Ω) is also lower
than that of NMG (12.6Ω), which might be also ascribed to the
existence of Fe2O3 NPs in 10%Fe-NMG. The formation of
thinner SEI films and smaller electrolyte resistance for 10%Fe-
NMG provide clues showing the catalytic activity of Fe2O3 NPs
for SEI film decomposition, thus significantly improving the
lithium storage capacity and rate capability. This can be further
confirmed by the high resolution TEM observation of 10%Fe-
NMG after a sufficiently large number of discharge/charge cycles
(Figure 9). As shown in Figure 9a, the outlines of the Fe2O3 NPs

and NMG are blurred, which verifies the formation of SEI films.
Columnar structures formed on the surface of Fe2O3NPs are also
observed in some view fields (Figure 9b), indicating that the
formation and decomposition processes of SEI films with the
existence of Fe2O3 NPs are quite different from those on the
surface of NMG. The TEM image provides a powerful evidence
to confirm our previous assumption that the Fe2O3 NPs may
catalyze the decomposition of the SEI films.
It has been reported that interfacial interaction can also

contributed to the positive synergistic effect between graphene
and metal oxides.20,44 A careful comparison of XPS C 1s spectra
of NMG and 10%Fe-NMG, before and after one charge−
discharge cycle, is shown in Figure 10. In the C 1s spectrum of
NMG (Figure 10a), the peaks at 284.2 and 285.2 eV can be
attributed to graphitic carbon atoms with CC andC−Cbonds.
In contrast, the peak at 289.1 eV, corresponding to CO
bonding configurations,45 is observed in 10%Fe-NMG, indicat-

ing there is a strong interaction between Fe2O3 and NMG in the
composite. In the C 1s spectra of NMG and 10%Fe-NMG after
one charge−discharge cycle, peaks at 286.3, 289.0, and 290.0 eV,
corresponding to C−O, CO and O−CO bonds, are
observed (Figure 10c, d). The oxygen-containing functional
groups should be ascribed to the formation of SEI films on
surface. After the loading of Fe2O3 NPs, the intensity of the peaks
corresponding to the oxygen-containing functional groups
significantly deceases, which is a conclusive evidence showing
that the Fe2O3 NPs can reduce the formation of SEI films on the
carbon surface. On the whole, we give a thorough analysis of the
catalytic role of the Fe2O3 NPs in the 10%Fe-NMG through the
analysis of CV curves, TEM images, and XPS data after cycling.
Overall, the amazing lithium storage capacity and rate

capability of the 10%Fe-NMG attribute to the following reasons.
(i) The nanomesh structure of NMG acts as nanoscale vessels to
load Fe2O3, offering an important platform for preparing the
Fe2O3−NMG composite. The nanoscale vessels provide buffer
for the expansion/shrinkage and recrystallization of Fe species.
So the porous structure endows such composites with elastic
deformation to retain the structure integrity during battery
reactions. (ii) The NMG not only provide efficient diffusion
channels for Li ions and a highly conductive pathway for
electrons, but also provide more edges on sheet for the
enhancement of Li ion storage. The lithium can be not only
inserted in the NMG, but also attached on the walls of the
mesopores and adsorbed on the surface of the NMG.46,47 What’s
more, it can provide short ion diffusion lengths for low
dimensional Fe2O3 nanoparticles to allow rapid ion transport.
So the NMG contributes to the excellent rate capability and
cycling stability for the composite. (iii) The Fe2O3 NPs
distributed on NMG are electroactive during the charge−
discharge cycles, which can affect the formation of SEI film on
NMG and catalyze the decomposition of SEI films on carbon
surface, thus resulting in more reversible Li capacity during
cycling.
FeOx−graphene composites have been reported by several

groups.48−51 In these reported FeOx−graphene composites, the
content of FeOx is in the range of 20−90 wt %, and the diameter
of FeOx particles is in the range of 10−100 nm. Therefore, the
FeOx particles and graphene can separate each other to avoid
agglomeration during cycling. In the Fe2O3 decorated NMG
reported here, the ultrasmall Fe2O3 NPs are not used to separate
graphene sheets since agglomeration of the NMG sheets has
been avoided due to their surface corrugations and the Fe2O3
NPs are too small to separate graphene sheets. However, the
metal oxide NPs work to change the surface condition of
graphene, which is crucial to many applications. Our work
provides a new insight into understanding the function of metal
oxide NPs distributed on graphene sheets.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A Fe2O3−NMG composite that contains well-dispersed ultra-
small Fe2O3 NPs was synthesized by an adsorption−
precipitation process. The reversible specific capacity of the
10%Fe-NMG composite reached 1567mA h g−1 during 50 cycles
at the current density of 150 mA g−1, and 883 mA h g−1 during
100 cycles at 1000 mA g−1, showing much enhanced capacity and
rate capability. The cycling stability of the 10%Fe2O3−NMG
composite was much better than those of 20% and 70%Fe2O3−
NMG composite, because the porous structure of the composites
could accommodate the large volume changes of Fe2O3. The
significant capacity enhancement of the 10%Fe-NMG composite

Table 1. Re, Rf, and Rct Values of the NMG and 10%Fe-NMG
Composite before and after Charge/Discharge Cycles

NMG 10%Fe-NMG

(Ω) before after before after

Re 2.1 12.6 9.4 4.1
Rf 225.5 19.4 49.5 18.8
Rct 137.7 51.5 61.0 50.7

Figure 9. High-resolution TEM images of the 10%Fe-NMG after 50
discharge/charge cycles at the current density of 150 mA g−1.
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was attributed to the positive synergistic effect between NMG
and Fe2O3 NPs because of the catalytic activity of Fe2O3 NPs for
SEI film decomposition.
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